
VIDEO VRA PRO 2 SYSTEM 

Consumer/Audiologist 

Features: 

Bluetooth Low Energy Wireless Remote 

The most flexible system on the market, 
with the ability to combine or expand up 
to 5 units of any combination of Video 
and Traditional VRA  

Easy Pairing with Remote 

Easy Installation 

No Interconnecting Cables (between 
side reinforcers) 

Install Kit Included in system 

No Need for Additional Sensors  or 
wires  

No Frequency Overlap on Adjacent 
Systems 

Our Video VRA works with our 
exclusive Conditioned Play Audiometry 
(CPA) BIG RED BUTTON System 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

VIDEO & Traditional Combo VRA PRO 2-5 Unit System Pictured 
with CPIs Exclusive Big Red Button CPA System (Optional) 

ADVANTAGES OF VRA PRO 
Our VIDEO VRA Pro 2 System was designed with the audiologist and the 
installer in mind, with install simplicity, the only cable required is power 
from an outlet.   

Our Bluetooth Low Energy remote, once properly paired, allows for a 
secure connection, once paired with the tablet, it will not get frequency 
overlap or interference (like in other RF systems) and does not require 
sensors placed around the audiometric booth (like in IR system).   

Our VRA Pro 2 System is the most flexible system on the market.   The 
audiologist can combine up to 5 units of Video and/or Traditional VRA 
PRO 2 systems to allow up to 5 reinforcer units to be controlled from the 
same wireless remote.   

Our System does not require any interconnecting cables between the two 
side reinforcers.  

Our System has the ability to run the primary units from a GSI ASP and 
ASP-2* (*Video requires ASP interface) 

Customizable Content for Videos or Pictures 

WEBSITE: www.vrapro.com  PHONE: 801-607-1800   EMAIL: sales@vrapro.com 



VIDEO VRA PRO 2 SYSTEM 

Consumer/Audiologist 

WEBSITE: www.vrapro.com  PHONE: 801-607-1800   EMAIL: sales@vrapro.com 

VIDEO VRA PRO 15.6” Two Monitor System Pictured 
**Stand Shown NOT Included 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
Q: Can I bill for Visual Reinforcement Testing (VRA) testing? 
A: CPT code 92579 is used for VRA testing 

Q: Do I need a specific audiometer to use the VRA Pro? 
A: No, the VRA pro is operated by an independent stand alone remote, it can be used with any audiometer.  However, we do have the option of a 
hardwired control with the GSI ASP and ASP 2 audiometers ( Optional -wired ASP or ASP 2 cable and interface required) 

Q: Is the VRA Pro Infrared (IR) or Radio Frequency (RF) ? 
A: It is technically RF, but uses a 2.4GHz (Bluetooth Low Energy) connection that is encrypted and secure.   

Q: Will I get interference if I have multiple VRA Pro 2 systems installed in adjacent Rooms?  
A:It will not have the same interference as other RF (900 MHz) systems on the market.  It also does not require any IR sensors to be placed around 
the room,  unlike all infrared systems on the market.  

Q: Can I have more than just 2 side reinforcers and 1 centering display? 
A: Yes, our system can operate up to 5 separate reinforcers, 2 right, 2 left, and a centering unit with the same remote control. This can be any 
combination of VIDEO VRA PRO 2 or VRA PRO 2 Traditional units. 
Q: I already have a VRA PRO 2 Traditional System, will the Video VRA work with my same remote? 
A: Yes, if you already have a Video VRA Pro 2 system, you can operate a VIDEO VRA PRO 2 and your current VRA from the same wireless 
remote.  

Q: Can I add the Conditioned Play Innovations Big Red Button CPA system to my Current VIDEO VRA? 
A:The CPI Big Red Button System is exclusive to the Video VRA Pro 2 from Conditioned Play Innovations.  It is available in a single unit VRA/CPA 
system. 

Q: Do I have to run a lot of cables from each of the units, like sensor, transmitters, or IR receivers? 
A:No, our Video VRA only required power to be ran to the video display, the pairing with Bluetooth low energy happens directly in the application 

Q: How Large is the video screen on the CPI  VIDEO VRA PRO 2 System? 
A:15.6” Diagonal 

Q: Is the Video VRA Pro 2 able to mount on a VESA mount? 
A:Yes, a swing mount is included for each monitor for our VRA PRO 2 system.   


